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Abstract
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY), a scheme launched in April2015 for providing loans up to ₹10
lakh to the non-corporate, non-farm MSMEs came to news recently for flagging of very high amount of
bad loans of ₹11000 crore. PMMY has otherwise a quite impressive performance of total disbursements
including its allocation to women and social categories. The policy of providing collateral-free bank loan
to promote self-employment has truly no substitute in reducing unemployment. But at the same time it
invites the risk of enhancing bad loans for an industry already stuck with the same problem. Thus, the
future success of the scheme hinges upon a double-edged sword of unemployment and bad loan.
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The Mudra scheme in brief
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) is a scheme launched by the Prime Minister on April 08, 2015
for providing loans up to ₹10 lakh to the non-corporate, non-farm small or micro enterprises. These loans
are classified as Mudra loans as given by Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks (RRBs), Small Finance
Banks, Cooperative Banks, Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs) and Non-Banking Financial Companies
(NBFCs). There are three products, viz. Shishu,Kishore and Tarun with higher eligibility of borrowings
depending upon the stage of growth of the business enterprise and funding needs of the beneficiary micro
unit or entrepreneur. The borrower can approach any of the branches of the lending institutions as
mentioned or can apply online through the PMMY portal. Micro Units Development & Refinance Agency
(MUDRA) Ltd. was launched by the Prime Minister on April 08, 2015 following the announcement in the
union budget, 2015-16 about its formation as a refinancing institution. Thus, MUDRA does not lend directly
to the micro entrepreneurs or individuals.
Jan Dhan scheme and Mudra scheme: Comparative provisions of bank loan
Providing bank loan without any security has been first observed in the present government’s flagship
financial inclusion scheme, Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY). PMJDY has a provision of bank
overdraft of ₹5000 to be sanctioned to an accountholder on successful operation of the newly opened bank
account for the preceding 6 months, the limit being currently raised to ₹10000. Thus, sanctioning a loan
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upto5 times this limit even under the Shishu product of the Mudra scheme without any security, remains
associated with the high risk of generation of Non-Performing Assets (NPA).The two other products of the
Mudra scheme, Kishore and Tarun, provide loans up to a maximum limit of ₹5 lakh and ₹10 lakh
respectively. Another initiative towards growth of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector
was announced by the Prime Minister on November 02, 2018 in the form of a dedicated digital platform to
enable MSMEs to secure approval of loans up to ₹ 1 crore in just 59 minutes. The initiative primarily
aimed at reducing the lengthy loan approval process, would have no mandatory requirement for collateral
as the online portal would be directly connected to the Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small
Enterprises scheme.
Indian banks in the context of the NPA problem
The Indian banks, particularly the older nationalized banks are already plagued with the problem of NPAs.
Presently, any contractual payment towards bank loan if outstanding beyond 90 days would create NPA to
the extent of such unpaid amount. Resolution of NPAs has become much stricter too due to introduction of
the new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016. The banks now have 180 days time to sort out nonpayment of the contractual obligation against bank loan and regularise payment without initiating
proceedings against the defaulters, after which such proceedings have to be sought within 15 days. NPA
redefinition and consequent enactment of IBC have raised the question of not providing the breathing space
for the new businesses mostly supported by bank loan.
The 14 public-sector banks (PSBs), which included five banks, still within the corrective action framework,
posted an aggregate loss of ₹74,277.77 crore for the fiscal 2019 against ₹65,723.52 crore in the fiscal 2018.
This loss was in spite of the state-run entities posting a positive aggregate pre-provisioning operating profits
(PPOP) of ₹63,645.05 crore for the fiscal 2019 and ₹62,371.47 crore for the fiscal 2018 (Source: Financial
Express, June 06, 2019).
Is the indirect burden pushed towards the common citizens?
The question comes back again and again - why will the common man be penalized indirectly for the nonperforming asset (NPA) menace? The common depositors are disgusted beyond endurance with different
types of charges levied upon them increasingly by the banks one after another. SMS alert charges, although
nominal, have been introduced by the banks of late. But, penal charges for non-maintenance of minimum
account balance (MAB) look significant. As reported in the parliament on December 18, 2018, the PSBs
collected charges from customers' savings bank accounts to the tune of ₹62.46 billion from April 2015 till
September 2018 for non-maintenance of MAB only. The banks seem to be in little desperation in showing
their performance a little better with collection of such fines thus overcoming a bit the NPA effect upon it.
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Mudra scheme: Its performance in the background of NPA generation
The caution which banks are found generally to take before disbursing any category of loan is missing in
this scheme. Many years ago, loan officers are found to indulge in malpractices or in some cases under
political pressure sanctioning loans in spite of identifying loopholes in the customer’s capability. But, with
stricter norms for reducing NPAs all banks had to be much more stringent in sanctioning loans. There are
allegations that the big borrowers turn into defaulters. But, before sanctioning housing loan or any overdraft,
banks follow standard practice which prevents accrual of NPAs. Under this circumstance, such
announcements of collateral-free loan raised the eyebrows of many. On the other hand, it was also important
to nurture the non-corporate small business sector (NCSBS) for the country’s economic growth and
development. Most of the individual entrepreneurs in the NCSBS operate as unregistered enterprises who
do not maintain proper books of accounts. As most of them suffer primarily from dearth of capital and
secondly from a defensive mindset to bear the risk of running an independent enterprise, PMMY appeared
to be an effective step to provide financial support to the sector. But, as per a recent newspaper report, the
central bank has flagged that bad loans have risen to ₹11000 crore under PMMY [Source: The Economic
Times, January 13, 2019]. Thus, the fear of worsening the NPA situation with the functioning of PMMY
came true. PMMY has otherwise a quite impressive performance of total disbursements amounting ₹3.12
trillion and ₹2.46 trillion respectively in 2018-19 and 2017-18 respectively [Source: PMMY website]. 40
percent of the total funds have been disbursed to women entrepreneurs and 33 per cent to social categories
[Source: PMMY Annual Report, 2017-18].
The ongoing unemployment problem in the country
There exists a great amount of unreliable data as regards employment generation claim of the government
as alleged by the opposition parties. In August 2018 the Prime Minister has claimed that 70 lakh jobs have
been created in the formal sector alone in the financial year concluded in March 2018. But a January 2019
report by the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) reveals that as many as 1.1 crore people lost
their jobs in 2018. It also reported about the unemployment rate shooting up to 7.4 percent in December
2018, the highest in 15 months. According to the annual household surveys, conducted by the Labour
Bureau, India’s rate of unemployment has seen a persistent upward trend since 2013-2014, accelerating
steeply in 2018. That India has been going through a period of jobless growth over the past two decades is
a crude reality now. To make matters worse, regional sentiments are expressed even by the ministers of a
particular state n terms of the people of that state getting the priority whenever any new employment
opportunity opens up in the respective state.
Having promised to create over two crore new jobs every year, the Prime Minister has launched a number
of schemes and programmes to prove his intention. Several schemes like Make in India, Pradhan Mantri
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Kaushal Vikas Yojana, also known as Skill India, Pradhan Mantri Employment Generation
Programme and Pradhan Mantri Rozgar Protsahan Yojana have been announced one after another. The
government’s policies on employment have focused on self-employment, skill development and
incentivizing employers to facilitate employment generation. The Prime Minister thus hailed bank loanenabled self-employment by declaring PMMY.
Concluding remarks
As recently declared, ₹482.39 billion fund was to be infused into 12 PSBs by March, 2019 to enhance their
lending ability maintaining the regulatory capital requirement (The Telegraph, Kolkata, April 08, 2019).
The government must have forced thereafter the PSBs to reach the huge target pending in the Mudra
yojana in the 2018-19 fiscal. But reporting of NPAs under PMMY would definitely be a setback for the
government. Thus, the future success of PMMY hinges upon a double-edged sword of unemployment and
bad loan. It also opens up a question as to how the rising unemployment problem has to be solved if such
a lenient effort of the government really fails.
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